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Monsieur l’Ambassadeur, Cher Gérard,  
Ladies and Gentlemen, Dear Friends, 
 
 
It is a great pleasure to be opening the third season of Conferences@934 tonight. I 
hope this new season will be as rich as were the two last ones, with meetings 
dedicated to international relations and to the French-American relations.  
 
For this 20th session, which takes place after a busy diplomatic week with the 
General Assembly of the United Nations, we chose an issue which neither the Arab 
Spring nor the debate on renewing the Middle East negotiations should overshadow: 
it is Iran and the nuclear threat.  
 
The last IAEA report of this month confirms once again that it is still impossible to 
verify that the nuclear materials in Iran are dedicated exclusively to peaceful 
activities. The recent announcements by the Iranian government (mainly the transfer 
of centrifuges to its facility near Qom and the production of uranium enriched up to 
20%) amount to very alarming signals.  
 
The Group of Six has multiplied its efforts in coming to dialogue with Teheran for 
more than six years. In vain, and with no cooperation on Iran’s behalf, the resolutions 
by the Security Council, as well as sanctions, have followed one another. As 
President Sarkozy put it during the last Conference of Ambassadors last month: 
“Iran’s military, nuclear and ballistic ambitions represent a growing threat”. 
 
My dear friends, 
 
While choosing tonight’s topic, I immediately thought of Gérard Araud. What better 
speaker could we have if not one of our most brilliant diplomats, an expert on 



strategic and nuclear issues, and who sits in the front lines at the United Nations ? 
Many of you know him, which is why I will present him only in a few words. 
 
A graduate of both the Ecole Polytechnique and the Ecole Nationale 
d’Administration, Gérard Araud has occupied positions notably in Tel Aviv, 
Washington and at our mission to NATO in Brussels. He was also the French 
Ambassador to Israel, as well as the Director for Strategic Affairs, Security and 
Disarmament at the Quai d’Orsay. Since September 2009, he has been France’s 
Permanent Representative to the UN.  
 
The discussion will be animated by the Washington Post’s UN correspondent Colum 
Lynch. Colum has been covering many conflicts, including in Afghanistan, Iraq, 
Lebanon and Sudan. He has been following the nuclear questions with Iran and 
North Korea for a long time, and many of you have certainly read his brilliant articles 
about the war in Iraq, the nuclear proliferation or the US counterterrorism strategy.  
 
We shall begin with a half-hour conversation between our two guests, followed by a 
Q&A session for another half-hour. Please note that we are on the record, except if 
our speakers say otherwise. We will finish at 7:45 p.m. for a drink. Finally, I would like 
to recall that on the following day you may find the photos, video and audio recording 
of this evening on our Website. 
 
With no further delays, I hand over the mike to our guests. I wish you all a great 
evening./. 
 


